GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
OFFICE OF THE
COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA :: HYDERABAD

Sub:-TECHNICAL EDUCATION – MOWO Social Initiatives Foundation desires to conduct the Training programmes for the purpose of 2 & 3 wheeler driving as a part of mobility tool for the safety and security for women – Reg.

Ref:-Lr. No.05/Peshi of Prl. Secy. (WCD&SC)2019, Dated:22.3.2019 received from Sri M Jagadeshwar, IAS., Principal Secretary to Government Department for Women, Children, Disabled and Senior Citizens, Government of Telangana, Hyderabad.

*****

With reference to above letter cited, all the Principals of Govt. Polytechnics of Telangana state are hereby informed that the MOWO Social Initiatives Foundation desires to conduct Training programmes for the purpose of 2 & 3 wheeler driving as a part of mobility tool for the safety and security for women. The Organization is willing to conduct training sessions in collaboration with the Corporate Sector in various Government Polytechnics for Women. Copy of the representation submitted by the Founder, MOWO Social Initiatives is enclosed herewith.

In this connection, all the Principals of Government Polytechnics for Women are instructed to utilize the services of the Foundation at the free of cost in imparting the requisite training skills for the women candidates.

Encl: As above

Signature valid
Digitally signed by NAVIN MITTAL IAS
Date: 2019.03.31 16:10:15 IST
Reason: Approved

COMMISSIONER

To
The Principals of All Govt. Polytechnics in the State.
Copy to Secretary, SBTET, TS, Hyderabad.

[Signature]

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR
Department of Technical Education
Government of Telangana, Hyderabad.
To
The Commissioner,
Technical Education
2nd Floor, Vidya Bhavan, Nampally,
Hyderabad.

Lr.No.05/Peshi of Prl.Secy(WCD&SC)/2019, dt.22.3.2019.

Sub: Initiative of MOWO Social Initiatives two & three wheeler training for
Women – Reg.

****

MOWO Social Initiatives Foundation desires to conduct training
programmes for the purpose of 2 & 3 wheeler driving as a part of mobility tool
for the safety and security of women. The Organization is willing to conduct
training sessions in collaboration with the Corporate Sector in various
Government Colleges for Women. Copy of the representation given by the
Founder, MOWO Social Initiatives is sent herewith. You are requested to issue
suitable instructions to all the Govt. Colleges for Women under your control to
utilize the services of the Foundation free of cost in imparting training skills for
the women candidates.

Encl: As above

Yours faithfully,

(M.JAGADEESHWAR)
To 
The Principal Secretary 
Department of Women & Child Welfare 
Govt. of Telangana 
Hyderabad.

Dear Sir,

Subject: Support for MOWO Social Initiatives two & three wheeler training centre.

MOWO Social Initiatives Foundation is a not for profit social enterprise under Section 8 License 114193 (Incorporated under Companies act 2013). We use mobility as a skill for women empowerment and safety.

Hyderabad is quickly emerging as a fast growing global city, an industry hub attracting large global operations from around the world. This in turn is attracting people from all over the country to live and work here. As a consequence, we are seeing a huge jump in employment opportunities specially for women. In order to have more women to move and become financially independent, we at MOWO Social Initiatives work with Mobility as our tool:
1. For women to pick up career opportunities & independence.
2. Employable skill
3. To fight against one of the major issues our country today - “SAFETY of/for Women”

We are planning to set up training "Centre" providing all of the following under one roof:
1. Two & three wheeler driving sessions on dedicated track
2. Technical skills required to operate electric motor vehicles.
3. Soft skills training for employability
4. Act as a women employment bureau for collecting industry requirements for future employments & opportunities for women
5. A community space for women to interact and strengthen the bonds.

Key Activities at the Centre:
- Training modules to ensure women get to learn comfortably with women trainers on practice track with mentor sessions to boost confidence.
- Sessions on Traffic & road safety by RTA & Traffic police departments.
- Assistance in applying for driving license.
- Basic self defense.
- Sessions on financial inclusion & healthcare for overall well being of the women

Once set up, this will be world class facility for women for the first time in the country. We request you to Kindly support us by:
1. Letter of support, which we can use to interact with various government colleges, organisations & NGO's in motivating women into using mobility as employment.
2. Any special subsidies for the women who are willing to take up the two wheeler taxi's for occupation.

Looking forward for your support in bringing a social transformation.

Regards,

JaySagarthi A
Founder
MOWO Social Initiatives Foundation.
8978099499.

Registered Office: 2nd Floor, 1-3-176/35/4/3, Padmashali Colony,
Gandhi Nagar, Hyderabad 500 080